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08:45  09:15  Registration, breakfast, coffee and exhibition  

  Live in Hall One, live streamed in Hall Two 

09:15  09:25  Welcome address 
Jeni Tennison OBE, CEO, The Open Data Institute 

09:25  09:55  State of the nation 
ODI Co-founders Sir Tim Berners-Lee and Sir Nigel Shadbolt with leading technology journalist and BBC presenter Zoe Kleinmann 

09:55  10:20  Keynote: The positive impacts data can make 
Kriti Sharma, Founder, AI for Good  

Artificial intelligence technologist, business executive and humanitarian Kriti Sharma will draw on the positive impacts that we can 
make with thoughtful use of data 

10:20  10:25  Performance: DoxBox trustbot 
Alistair Gentry’s DoxBox trustbot is a hot-pink ‘puppet-robot-hybrid’ who wants to chat  
 
DoxBox trustbot is an artwork by the ODI’s Artist in Residence, Alistair Gentry, commissioned for the ODI’s Data as Culture art 
programme. DoxBox trustbot will be introduced by Hannah Redler Hawes, Director of Data as Culture 

10:25  10:55  Morning coffee and exhibition    
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  Hall One  Hall Two  St Pancras Room 

10:55  11:30  The data skills revolution: lessons from 
trailblazers in industries 
 
Hear from leading organisations who have 
adopted and implemented the ODI’s skills 
framework about how it has benefitted them, 
and how you can use it in your own 
organisation. 
 
Speakers:  

● Sinead O’Brien, BBC 
● Craig Civil, Lloyd’s of London 
● Dave Tarrant, ODI Senior Learning 

Advisor 

Championing fairness in a changing world 
 
Data is infrastructure – it’s an integral part of our 
lives. How can we ensure data about us is used 
fairly, and that people have agency over how 
data about them is collected, used and shared?  
 
Chair: Renate Samson, ODI 
 
Panel:  

● Carly Kind, Ada Lovelace Institute 
● Michael Veale, UCL  
● ...more to be announced 

 

The impact of data-driven open 
innovation - Data Pitch 
showcase 11:00–12:20  
 
Data Pitch, an EU-funded Open 
Innovation Programme, is drawing 
to a close. Join our presentation 
and panel reflecting on its impact 
over the past 3 years, and how 
corporate and sectoral challenges 
can be solved through sharing 
data.  
 
Speakers: 

● Elena Simperl, University of 
Southampton 

● Christian Mittermayr, 
Greiner Packaging  

● Nicolas Hornillos, Obuu 
● Simone Braun, Uniserv 
● Daniel Vila Suero, Recognai 

 

11:30  12:10  Data trusts and other institutional models 
 
Why do we need institutional – as well as 
individual – approaches to accessing data? 
Where do these emerging institutional 
approaches exist, and what makes them 
different? This panel will explore data trusts 
and other institutional models. 
 
Chair: Sana Khareghani, Deputy Director, 
Head of Office for Artificial Intelligence 
 
Speakers: 

Data ethics: turning principles into practice  
 
Ethical debates around data are gaining traction. 
This session will explore when these debates can 
become social norms or legislation, what the 
tech and digital sectors can learn from other 
sectors, and how we can ultimately move from 
ethical principles to ethical practice. 
 
Speakers: 

● Theo Blackwell, Chief Digital Officer for 
London 

● Estelle Dehon, Cornerstone Barristers 
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● Sarah Gold, Projects by IF 
● Francesca Bria, Barcelona 
● Jack Hardinges, ODI 
● ...more to be announced 

 

● Ilse Verdiesen, TU Delft 
● Olivier Thereaux, ODI 

 

12:10  12:50  Harnessing data to gain business value  
 
Lightning talks will give examples of how 
data sharing has brought value for 
businesses and their bottom-lines.  
 
Speakers: 

● Volker Buscher, ARUP 
 
A panel discussion will focus on how 
businesses can use data to solve internal 
and sectoral challenges, and discuss what’s 
needed to make it work.  
 
Speakers to be announced 

How do we cultivate open ecosystems? 
 
What is the role of open standards, open source, 
and shared and open data in creating open 
ecosystems? Who is responsible for ensuring 
ecosystems stay open? Hear from panelists in 
sectors where openness is creating impact. 
 
Speakers: 

● Allison Savich, Sport England  
● Richard Dobson, Energy Catapult 
● Rachel Rank, 360 Giving 

 
 
 

 

12:50  14:00  Lunch and exhibition  

  Live in Hall One, live streamed in Hall Two 

14:00  14:35  Keynote: Invisible women: exposing data bias in a world designed for men 
 
Caroline Criado Perez, writer, journalist, campaigner and author of Invisible women: exposing data bias in a world designed for men 

 

  Hall One  Hall Two  St Pancras Room 
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14:35  15:15  About data about us - rights or ownership? 
 
Our awareness of the impact that data has on 
our lives is increasing, thanks in part to data 
protection laws and an increased awareness 
of data misuse. Is the solution data ownership 
or strengthened rights and responsibilities?  
 
Panel to be announced 

Data infrastructure for the public good 
 
Where are the key challenges around creating 
sustainable data infrastructure? This session will 
focus on how different sectors and initiatives are 
creating data infrastructure that is sustainable, 
and delivers positive impact. 
 

● John Sheridan, National Archives 
● Manit Chander, HiLo Maritime Risk 

 

Play and learn 1: Unlocking data 
to help societies thrive 
 
Are you ready to unlock data to 
help societies thrive? 
 
Join our ODI trainers for an 
interactive session with board 
games, discussion and take-away 
tools.  
 
In this session we apply the Data 
Spectrum as a tool to help you 
understand different types, uses 
and classifications of data.  
 
Session facilitator: David Tarrant 
Trainer: Violeta Mezeklieva  

15:15  15:45  Afternoon tea and exhibition   Afternoon tea and exhibition  

15:45  16:25  Engineering the built environment 
 
From safer buildings and more efficient 
energy production, to data trusts and digital 
twins: the built environment is one of the 
domains embracing the potential of data for 
the public good. In this panel session, we will 
explore the promises and challenges of data 
in this sector and beyond.  
 
Panel discussion: 

● Digital twins 
● Engineering for the public good 
● Opening/sharing/standardising data 

 
Speakers: 
●   Volker Buscher, Arup 

Unlocking digital competition  
 
Do big technology companies holding large 
amounts of data provide invaluable services that 
make our lives better, or are they stifling 
innovation and showing that ‘big is bad’? 
Leading thinkers will discuss the digital 
economy and the competition policy that we 
need.  
 
Speakers: 

● Lawrence Kay, ODI (chair) 
● Rachel Coldicutt, Doteveryone 
● Derek McAuley, University of Nottingham 
● Ariel Ezrachi, University of Oxford 

 

Play and learn 2: Building a 
healthy ecosystem around data 
 
Complex ecosystems are evolving 
around data. Are you ready to 
maximise their value? 
 
Join our ODI trainers for an 
interactive session with board 
games, discussion and take-away 
tools. In this session we introduce 
our Data Ecosystem Mapping tool 
and show how it can be used to 
map existing value exchanges and 
identify missing ones.  
 
Session facilitator: David Tarrant 
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●   Sarah Cumbers, Lloyd’s Register 
Foundation 

●   Mark Enzer, Mott McDonald / Digital 
Framework Task Group  

Trainer: Josh D’Addario 

  Live in Hall One, live streamed in Hall Two 

16:25  16:50  Closing conversation/future focus   

16:50  17:00  Closing remarks 
Sir Nigel Shadbolt, ODI Co-founder 

17:00  18:00  Drinks reception and exhibition 
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